
What do we present on 
any celebration?

Beloborodova E.



Wish list
1. Smart bracelet 
2. Magnetic charge for any phone
3. The smallest geksakopter (Heksa copter??)
4. Magnetic Levitation Floating Globe 
5. USB flash drive for your phone
6. Smart bulb



Smart bracelet 
O • 30 days standby time: Top-level Bluetooth chip 

and military gravity sensor ensure 30 days 
ultra-long standby time for a full charging.

O • Call reminder: Xiaomi 2 will tell you when a call 
comes, you never need to worry about missing 
important calls.

O • Sports tracking: Tracks your sports, record 
steps, distance and calories, help you achieve 
your sports target.

O  • Sleep monitoring: Lets you know your deep 
sleep and shallow sleep, also APP will give you 
periodical evaluation, help you develop good 
living habits.

O • Silent alarm: Wakes you up every morning, you 
will not be late for work; Reminds you with 
vibration. You may never worry about missing 
anything.

O • Free password to unlock the phone: Forget 
complex unlock password and gesture, simply 
raise your hand to close to phones, immediate 
and safe unlocking.



Magnetic charge for any phone 
O Charging and data sync
O Unique Function combination of both 

metal and magnetism
O 2.4A big current: Suitable for 

cellphones, tablets and digital 
cameras etc.

Compatible with Samsung ( S5 not 
included ), Xiaomi, Huawei, Meizu, HTC, 
OPPO, Blackberry etc. 



The smallest in the world 
geksakopter (??)

O 3D Roll: 
There are 3 speed channels of the remote control: 
Low speed channel, medium speed channel and high 
speed channel. At any channel you press the roll 
button on the top of the transmitter, X900 will roll 
forward or backward accordingly. When the X900 is 
in the high speed condition, the roll action can be 
done through controlling the forward / backward 
control stick and leftward / rightward flight control 
rod.

O Manual Roll ( at high speed channel ):
When both of the left and right control stick travels 
are more than 95 percent, roll action will be 
performed once. When both sticks less than 95 
percent, X900 will perform the flight according to 
received control signal.

O One key Roll ( at any  speed channel ):
You can easily enjoy the fun of rolling by just press 
one key roll button to realize. Before rolling, make 
sure X900 is flying 3 meters high from the ground, 
then press the button, X900 will roll forward or 
backward according to the given signal.



O 6 axis gyro: 
For more stable flight and stronger in the 
wind.

O LED light: 
Possible for flying in the dark.

Charging time: About 40mins
Flying time: 5mins
R/C distance: About 150m 
Flying distance: About 30m
X900 size: 86 x 86 x 20mm 
X900 weight: 20g

O 3D Flip “n” rolls:
X900 can be controlled to roll as the letter “n”. Amazing and exciting.

O Equip Headless Mode and One Key Return Function: 
Open this mode, Mini X900 will automatically lock into the take-off direction no 
matter where it is.

O 2.4G DSSS controller: 
Let X900 Mini flies further without other controlling signal interference.



Shape Magnetic Levitation 
Floating Globe World Map

O Floats on electrically active magnetic field.
O Made with advanced magnetic levitation 

technology. Operated by an electronically 
controlled magnetic system.

O The magnetic above the gadget contains an 
electro magnet and a magnetic field sensor.

O The base contains a micro-processor and the 
electronic control components that make the 
gadget levitate.

O Features with colorful LED light for decoration, 
light up your life.

O This cool gadget makes a great display unit for 
your retail shop, business and home.
Gifts for all.



USB flash drive for your phone
TEXT??



Smart bulb
O Wireless Transmission: Indoor transmission 

distance is 20 meters, outdoor transmission 
distance is 40 meters
Easy to operate, automatically pair with your 
device
Easy to use, you only need to screw bulb into an 
E27 lamp-socket and connect your device

O Super compatibility: Supports smartphone, 
tablet PC, notebook computer, all-in-one PC, 
desktop, etc.

O Energy-saving Mode: More energy-saving than 
ordinary light bulb 

O Applications: Very good to use in bedroom, 
home, bars, cafes, restaurants, wedding, party 
and other romantic places
You can download the App by scanning 
two-dimension code

O Notes: APP supports four languages: Chinese, 
English, French, Spanish



Thanks for your attention


